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1_ a_) Exprain how schering bridge can be used for measuring the capacitance and ross

angle of a caPacitor
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of dielectric each 1.5 cm thick between them' The permittivities of the sheets are 2' 3

and 4 respectively. Find in what proportion the voltage across the plates can be
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,Jffi;;;; that the charge in the capacitor shatl be the same as it would be

with air as a dielestric. show how the dielectric stress is distributed'

1-c-)Descr ibethevar iousfactorsthat inf luencebreakdowninagas.

2- a-lDiscuss the Townsend's current growth equations in the presence of primary and

secondary Processes'

2- b-) How is the condition for breakdown obtained in a Townsend's discharge?

2- c-l The table betc,ur gives the following experimental data while studying the

Townsend Phenomenon in a gas'
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rimarY and secondarY ion

maximum values measured during the experiment are:

D=6mm
D=5mm

Ln I / Io=3'S
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D= 3mm
D = 2.5mm

-- p-= 40 kv/cm
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3_ a_) what are the factors that infruence conduction and B. D. in pure riquid dielectrics'

3- b-) What is "therntal oreakdown'n ln Solid dielectrics?

4- a-) Exprain the different mechanisms by which breakdown occurs in solid dielectrics

in Practice.

4- b-) A sorid specimen of dierectrics has a dierectrics constant of 4.2 and tan f, = 0'001

at a fnequency of 50H2. rf it is subjected to an arternating fiercr of S'kv/cm.'calculate the

heat generated in the specimen due to the dielectrics losses'

5- a_) Exprain the generation of high dc vortage using rectifier circuits (harf and fu* war

and voltage doubler circuits (simple and cascaded)'

5- b-) Explain the generation of high ac voltages using high voltage transformers'
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